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This charming collection of 26 detachable postcards features a card for each letter of the alphabet.

Illustrated by architect and illustrator Federico Babina, each letter playfully resembles a building in

the style of a famous architect. Covering names from Alvar Aalto to Zaha Hadid, this postcard book

is perfect for sharing with or sending to architecturally minded friends.
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Federico Babina is an Italian architect and illustrator and has been based in Barcelona since 2007.

Really fun, high quality set. The paper stock is sturdy, I had no issues with removing these from the

glue binding, and the nice matte address side of the card accepts virtually all ink types.

Postcrossers and architect buffs alike should be pleased to receive any card from the set.

Additionally, the quirky illustrations would also be an excellent way to introduce an older child to the

world of design and architecture. Very pleased with the purchase!

Great cards for architecture loves. I used them as thank you notes for my architecture classmates!

Everyone loved it!

...colorful, fanciful, off-beat cards. I will send them to friends whose names begin with the

architectural letters.



Scratch on one side. Not a brand new item
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